


iCore LR (Partition Wall System) is a new and 
innovative system designed to provide high 
performance separating walls between units and 
apartments in low-rise residential and commercial 
projects.

iCore LR provides exceptional fire and acoustic 
ratings. It excels in its security rating by its ability to 
achieve a high impact resistance while maintaining 
high acoustic separation.

The iCore LR system utilises 24mm iCore LR panels 
as the primary fire resistant barrier within the wall 
cavity, and iLine or Gyprock as the linings.

By incorporating 10mm or 13mm iLine as the face 
walling to the system, and in conjunction with the 
central 24mm iCore LR, a high impact, high acoustic, 
high fire rated walling system is produced.

The wall systems are available in load bearing 
applications, in both timber and steel frame walls, to 
achieve FRL levels of up to 90/90/90, and exceptional 
acoustic levels exceeding the minimum requirements 
of the BCA of Rw + Ctr = 50db.

One of the great benefits of the iCore LR is the ability 
to run standard electrical, hydraulic and mechanical 
services within the walling system. iCore LR 24mm 
panels are the primary fire barrier of the system and 
the iLine wall provide the secondary fire and acoustic 
barrier via a 20mm cavity. This allows for easy 
inclusion of services such as switches, power points, 
light fittings and plumbing pipes, within the cavity of 
the system, without the need to penetrate the 24mm 
iCore LR Panels. 

Cost effective: Easier and quicker to install than 
comparative systems. 

iCore LR outperforms masonry separating walls and 
plasterboard installations as a performance system for 
cost, speed, flexibility, sound, fire, impact resistance 
and security. 

iCore LR exceeds other building boards in many 
important ways including the following:

Boards should be lifted from the pallet by sliding sideways 
and carried on its long edges.

For smooth cuts, use a 
circular saw.

Can also be cut easily 
using a normal hand saw. 

The edge can be planed or 
smoothed with an electric 
planer, rasp or file.

Use a standard drill tip. 
For making holes in the 
board.

The primary face linings of the iCore LR panels 
consist of Gyprock or iLine, which is a versatile, glass 
fibre-reinforced recycled wood fibre and magnesium 
cement-based lining board.

iLine is suitable for internal applications that require a 
higher fire, acoustic, impact and moisture resistance.

As part of the iCore LR Partition Wall System, 
iLine wall lining provides and additional fire barrier 
that standard plaster board cannot achieve.
10mm iLine Panels are approximately 9.8Kg/m2.
13mm iLine Panels are approximately 12.7Kg/m2. 

The 24mm iCore LR Partition Wall System panels 
form the primary fire barrier in the system. The panels 
are held in place by a light gauge steel, grid system.

Conventional woodworking 
equipment required to cut and 
shape Multiboard. 

Non combustible. 
Tested to AS 1530.1. 
FRL AS 1530.4
60/60/60, 90/90/90

Impact Resistance: The system's 
linings, utilising Multiboard iLine, 
provides exceptional impact 
resistance and additional security 
benefits. Tested to the strict 
requirements of AS2908.2 

Acoustic Performance: Satisfies 
and exceeds the BCA's acoustic 
requirements for separating walls 
in Class 2 & 3 - Buildings of Rw 
=> 45dB, Rw => 50db and Rw 
+ Ctr => 50db
Good Impact Noise Resistance: 
Complies with the BCA for 
discontinuous construction and 
can be selected to reduce the 
transfer of impact noise.

Over 30% lighter than traditional 
cement sheeting.

No harmful crystalline silica or 
asbestos. No special requirements 
required when cutting with power 
tools. Tested as safe. 

Moisture & Mould: 
Tested to ASTM E 514-03 Standard 
test method for Water Penetration 
& Leakage through Masonry. 

Laboratory tested by Termimesh 
Australia.

iCore LR Panels should be kept dry and be stored in a 
covered area. 

If stored externally, iCore LR panels and iLine lining 
boards must be stacked flat and raised off the ground. 
The panels should be supported on level ground and 
must be protected from the weather.

iCore LR Panels should be stacked and handled 
carefully to avoid damage. 

50% recycled bamboo / wood fibre, 
40% less embodied energy to 
produce than fibre cement.



iCore LR Partition Wall System clips are spaced at 
no more than 2650mm vertically and 600mm 
horizontally. The horizontal joint in the iCore LR 
panels should not be more than 600mm above the 
clips.
There should not be any other connections on to the 
iCore LR Partition Wall System panels other than 
the clips.
Do not make any penetrations in the iCore LR 
Partition Wall System panels as this will affect the 
systems fire and acoustic performance.
Any service or pipework must be run in the 
studwork, NOT the cavity.
The cavity between the iCore LR Partition Wall 
System panels and the framing must be free of 
services or insulation. The cavity must be no less 
than 20mm as shown in the detailed drawings.
The iCore LR Partition Wall System is suitable for 
wind classifications N1 and N2 as determined by 
AS4055. Do not use system in cyclonic areas.

To comply with the performance requirements under 
the Building Code of Australia, a number of tests on 
the iCore LR Partition Wall System were conducted, 
including but not limited to fire resistance testing, 
acoustic testing and structural testing. These tests 
were conducted by NATA approved laboratories. It is 
therefore essential that the iCore LR Partition Wall 
System be installed using the components and 
accessories as specified and in accordance with the 
instructions detailed in this brochure to ensure 
compliance with the BCA.

It is made from 0.55mm BMT G275 galvanised steel.

Aluminium clip spacing is determined by the fire rating 
required for the wall system. Always install aluminium 
clips at the junction of the wall stud and roof structure, 
at ceiling height level and at stud wall ends.

Manufactured from 1.6mm aluminium.

Approved sealant for the required FRL and acoustic 
rating is to be used with the iCore LR Partition Wall 
system.

All walls must be designed for the applied loads. 
Timber framing shall be in accordance with AS1684 
or AS1720.1 and steel framing shall be designed to 
AS4600 or AS3740.
The maximum height permissible for the 24mm 
iCore LR Partition Wall System is 15m.
H-Stud to the frame. These clips must be fixed 
opposite each other on opposite sides of the iCore 
LR Partition Wall System.

It is made from 0.55mm BMT G275 galvanised steel.

The iCore LR Partition Wall System steel J-Track is 
used to support the iCore LR panels at both vertical 
ends of the wall.

iCore LR Partition Wall System H Stud.

iCore LR Partition Wall System J-Track - Load Bearing.

Wafer Head Screw 10g x 24mm.

iCore LR Partition Wall System Aluminium clip. 

Fire and Acoustic Sealant 600ml Sausage only.
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 - 90mm timber studs
 - 24mm iCore LR Partition Wall System
 - R1.5 Fibrous Insulation
 - 20mm cavities
 - 10mm iLine linings

 - 90mm timber studs
 - 24mm iCore LR Partition Wall System
 - R1.5 Fibrous Insulation
 - 20mm cavities
 - 10mm SoundChek/SuperChek/Soundstop Pbd

 - 90mm timber studs
 - 24mm iCore LR Partition Wall System
 - R1.5 Fibrous Insulation
 - 20mm cavities
 - 13mm Standard Core Pbd

 - 76mm steel studs
 - 24mm iCore LR Partition Wall System
 - R1.5 Fibrous Insulation
 - 20mm cavities
 - 10mm iLine linings

24mm iCore LR Partition Wall System panels are 
approximately 23.5kg/m2.

10g x 24mm self drilling wafer head screws are used 
for fixing the base J-Tracks to the vertical perimeter 
J-Tracks as well as fixing the Horizontal H-Studs 
directly to the iCore LR Partition Wall System panels 
in multi level applications.

Power Actuated Fasteners - for fixing bottom support 
J-Tracks to the concrete floor.

The iCore LR Partition Wall System incorporates 
24mm H-Studs to support the 24mm iCore LR Panels 
at all vertical joints in the iCore LR Partition Wall 
System.

Bradford Rockwool batts are used where iCore LR 
Partition Wall System panels meet external walls and 
the roof. Acoustic insulation for the wall cavity as 
specified. As a minimum, batts must be R1.5 90mm 
thick and have 10kg/m3 density.

Steel Studs

 - 76mm steel studs
 - 24mm iCore LR Partition Wall System
 - R1.5 Fibrous Insulation
 - 20mm cavities
 - 10mm SoundChek/SuperChek/Soundstop Pbd

 - 76mm steel studs
 - 24mm iCore LR Partition Wall System
 - R1.5 Fibrous Insulation
 - 20mm cavities
 - 13mm Standard Core Pbd

2900
540

570

29.28kg

 30.91kg
 24 18.7



4. Install the aluminium clip to the top of the iCORE 
LR Panel.

Support the iCore LR Panels using an aluminium 
clip fastened at each second stud at the wall top 
plate level. If a 90 minute FRL is required, fasten an 
aluminium clip at each alternative H-Stud at the 
nogging level.
Screw the clip to the H-Studs only - not the iCore 
LR Partition Wall System panels using wafer head 
screws. 
Fasten the aluminium clip to the timber frame using 
needle point screws.
Maintain the 20mm spacing from the timber frame 
at all times. 
Clips must not be installed more than 3000mm above 
the base J-Track or 3000mm above the lower clip on 
iCore LR Panel installations above the first tier.
Locate clips to ensure they will be mounted opposite 
each other once the next units timber frame is in 
place.

5. Cap the top of the first tier iCore LR Panel with 
horizontally mounted H-Stud.

Once the first row of iCore LR Panels have been 
completed and clipped to the frame, install 
horizontal H-Tracks in full lengths to the top of the 
wall as a cap.
Screw the H-Stud cap to the end vertical J-Tracks 
at the point that they intersect and screw fix through 
the H-Stud web directly into top edge of the iCore 
LR Panels using wafer head screws at 400mm max 
spacing.

6. Alternatively run back to back J-Tracks as a 
capping in lieu of a horizontal H-Stud.

Lay the J-Track back to back (to form a H-Stud) in 
full lengths and fix in place through the J-Track web, 
using wafer head screws at 400mm max. centres. 
The taller side of the top J-Track should be installed 
with its face towards the existing timber frame work 
to simplify panel installation. 

3. Fit the first H-Stud into the track.

If the height of the iCore LR Panel has been 
trimmed, trim the H-Stud to the same height.
Sit the H-Stud into the base J-Track next to the first 
iCore LR Panel.
Move it along the track to fully seat on the iCore LR 
edge. Ensure that it is a snug fit by lightly tapping 
with a timber off cut. 
Insert the next iCore LR Panel and H-Stud until the 
end of the wall is reached. Trim the last panel to 
suit. 

1. Fixing the bottom J-Track (JTR-29).

Once the first unit's frame has been completed, 
chalk a line 20mm from the bottom plate. This 
becomes the edge line for the J-Track.
Start and end the J-Track installation 20mm from 
the inside line of the external brickwork lining.
Where light-weight claddings are used, trim the 
J-Track level with the inside edge of the cladding.
Run a bead of fire and acoustic sealant on the slab 
along the length of the centre line of the J-Track. 
This will alleviate acoustic loss due to any 
discrepancies in the floor surface.
Lay the J-Track in full lengths and fix in place using 
power fixings at 600mm centres max. The taller 
side of the J-Track must be installed with its face 
towards the existing timber frame work. Do not fix 
closer than 300mm from the edge of each J-Track.

2. Fit the first iCore LR Partition Wall System panel 
into the track.

If the height of the first iCore LR Partition Wall 
System panel is required to be trimmed, trim a 
J-Track to the same size.
Position the first iCore LR Partition Wall System 
panel in the base J-Track so that it is in line with the 
starting edge.
Install a J-Track to the outside edge of the end wall 
and screw it into the base track where both tracks 
meet.

Max.
15m

length  to the top of the iCore LR wall as a cap. 
Screw the J-Track cap at each intersection of the 
H-stud and J-Track using wafer head screws.

7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 to complete the full iCore LR 
Partition Wall System

Complete the iCore LR wall to the full height of the 
frame. 
Trim the upper sheets to follow the roof line.
Once the shaft wall panels have been completed 
and clipped to the frame, install J-Tracks in full 

At the roof cavity, laminate horizontally an additional 
layer of 24mm iCore to one side of the first 
installed panels using needle point screws. 
Alternatively, an additional layer of 12mm 
Multiboard may be laminated on each side of the 
24mm iCore for easier installation.
Screw fix every 200 mm horizontally and vertically.

8. Install the frame work of the adjoining unit.
    Once the frame work is complete, finish clipping 

the iCore LR Partition Wall System to this new 
frame, ensuring the location of the aluminium clips 
coincide with the clips on the opposite side of the 
iCore LR Partition Wall System.
Once the frame is ready for cladding, ensure the 
Rockwool insulation is installed between the 
perimeter of the new iCore LR Wall and the 
selected cladding and roofing.

Base Detail At Slab 

Steel or timber studs with 90mm wide Glasswool Insulation

20mm min air gaps on 
each side between studs 
and iCore LR Panels

24mm iCore LR
Partition Wall System
with steel H studs 
at vertical joints

Outer Lining

J-Channel fixed to 
concrete slab at 200mm 
max from ends and
600mm max centres 
between

Cross section of iCore LR Partition 
Wall System, showing a horizontal 
joint, utilizing an H-stud to join the 
iCORE LR Panels.

Cross section of iCore LR Partition 
Wall System, showing a horizontal 
joint, utilizing two J-Tracks to join the 
iCore LR Panels.



Aluminum Wall Clips at each 
H-Stud to each side

Steel or Timber Frame

Sarking

50mm wide Rockwool

Brick Veneer

J-Track Control Joint 
Opposite iCore LR 

Partition Wall System

Detail At Return In Brick Veneer Wall 

Gutter

50mm Rockwool

J-Track over 
top of panels

Aluminium Wall 
Clips on both 
sides of wall

iCore LR Partition 
Wall System

Roof Framing

Timber packing 
to suit insulation

Non Combustible Roofing

Roof Battens

Sarking

Typical Detail At Ceiling And Roof

Typical Detail At Roof / Ceiling And Valley Gutter

Rockwool

Eaves Lining

Brick veneer

24mm iCORE LR

J-Track

Non-Combustible Roofing

Timber Framing

24mm iCore LR Partition 
Wall System

Typical Eaves Detail

Outer Lining & Insulation

Aluminium Wall Clip

24mm iCore LR

Timber Stud 
Framing

Non-Fire 
Rated Wall

Typical Detail For Partition Junction Of iCore

Outer 
Lining

Typical Detail At External Brick Typical Wall

Control Joint 
Opposite 
iCore LR 

Partition Wall 
System

Sarking

Aluminium Wall Clips
at each H Stud
to each side

Brick 
Veneer

J-Track

Rockwool

Outer Lining

Aluminum Wall Clips
at each H-Stud
to each side

Steel Frame

24mm iCore LR 

External 
Cladding 
System

J-Track

Rockwool

Control Joint 
Opposite 
iCore LR 

Partition Wall 
System

Typical Detail At External Steel Frame Wall 

Outer Lining

Typical Detail At External Timber Frame Wall  

Aluminum Wall 
Clips at each 
H-Stud to each side

Timber Frame

External 
Cladding 
System

J-Track

Outer Lining

iCore LR 
Panels

Rockwool

Parapet Lining

Rockwool J-Track

Aluminium Clips

Aluminium Clips to 
both sides of wall

24mm iCore LR 
Partition Wall 
System

Timber or 
Steel Frame

Typical Detail At Roof / Ceiling And Parapet

Insulation

Outer Lining & 
Insulation Aluminium

Wall Clips at 
each H-Stud,

both ends
24mm iCore LR 

Screw Tracks 
together at 
400mm centres

Typical Detail Four Way Junction 

Outer Lining & Insulation

Aluminium Wall Clips 
at each H-Stud, both ends

24mm iCore LR  Partition 
Wall System

Timber or Steel Stud

Typical Detail At Corner 

Steel or timber studs 
with 90mm wide 
Glasswool Insulation

Outer Lining

Continuous 
H-Stud to top 

of iCore LR 
Partition Wall 

System or 
back to back 

J-Tracks

Wall clips at each H Stud 
on both sides of wall

24mm iCore LR Partition 
Wall System with 
H-studs at panel Joints

Typical Detail At Upper Storey Framed Floor 

Control Joint
Opposite 
iCore LR

Insulation

Rockwool

Roof Framing

Aluminium Clips

Min 20mm Gap



iCore LR Partition Wall System and iLine are 
manufactured from woven glass fibre, recycled wood 
fibres (50%), magnesium cement, and additives 
which catalyse the cementing action. As 
manufactured, the product will not release airborne 
dust, however during drilling and sanding operations, 
glass fibres and fine dust may be released. 

When using power saws in a confined space, dust 
extraction equipment is recommended to control dust 
levels. If power tools are used externally, wear an 
approved P1 or P2 dust mask, respirator and safety 
glasses.

No special safety precautions are necessary when 
handling or working with iCore LR Partition Wall 
System.

For further information refer to the iCore LR Partition 
Wall System Materials Safety Data Sheet.

iCore LR Partition Wall System (Multiboard) warrants 
for a period of ten (10) years ("the warranty period") 
from the date of purchase that all iCore LR Partition 
Wall System products ("the product") will be free from 
defects due to faulty manufacture or materials, and 
will be resistant to cracking, rotting, fire and damage 
to the extent set out in Multiboard's published literature 
current at the time of installation, and strictly subject 
to the conditions set out below.

Nothing in this document shall exclude or modify any 
legal rights of any person under the Trade Practices 
Act or otherwise which cannot be excluded or 
modified at law.

The Warranty is strictly subject to the following 
conditions:-

1. The product, and any other products including 
fasteners and jointing systems, applied to or used 
in conjunction with the product must be used and 
installed strictly in accordance with the 
recommended installation methods at the time of 
installation.

2. Under no circumstances will Multiboard be liable 
for defects arising from:-

(a) A failure to use and/or install the product, or any 
products, strictly in accordance with the product 
manual.

(b) Defective materials not supplied by Multiboard; 
or

(c) Impact.

3. Multiboard will not be liable for breach of Warranty, 
and no breach of Warranty claim will be accepted, 
unless the Claimant makes a written claim and 
provides proof of purchase within 30 days of the 
alleged defect becoming apparent.

4. This Warranty is not transferable under any 
circumstances without the prior written consent of 
Multiboard.

5. A Claimant's sole remedy for breach of Warranty is 
(at Multiboard's option) that Multiboard will either 
replace or repair the defect, supply replacement 
product, or pay for the cost of replacement or 
rectification of the affected product.

6. Under no circumstances shall Multiboard be liable 
for any consequential loss, property damage or 
personal injury, economic loss or loss of profits, 
arising in Contract or negligence or howsoever 
arising. Without limiting the foregoing, Multiboard 
will not be liable for any claims, damages or 
defects arising from or in any way attributable to 
poor or defective workmanship, defective materials 
or poor design or detailing, settlement or structural 
movement and/or movement of materials to which 
the product is attached, incorrect design of the 
structure, in the event of but not limited to 
earthquakes, cyclones, floods or other severe 
weather conditions or unusual climatic conditions, 
normal wear and tear, or growth of any organism 
on any product surface.

7. The express warranties set out above are in lieu of 
all other representations, warranties or conditions, 
express or implied including but not limited to 
implied warranties or conditions of merchantable 
quality and fitness for a particular purpose, and 
those arising by statute or otherwise in law or from 
a course of dealing or use of trade and which are 
excluded to the fullest extent permitted by law.


